






1) The picture at the right represents an

observation of an object moving at v :frc .

Which of the lollowing pictures best

represents the actual shape ofthe obj ect (in its

own frame).
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A)

B)

c)

D)

E)

2) An unstable particle has an average lifetime of l0-8 seconds in
its rest frame. A beam of these particles is produced with speed

415c.IJow far on average do the particles travel before decaying?

A) 1.44 m

B)2.4m
C)3m
D)4m



Problem I

A train is 5m wide in its own frame of reference. If the train travels at
velocity 4/5c towards an archway that is 4m wide (in the frame of the track),
then:

A) the train will fit through the archway.
B) the train will not fit through the archway.
C) obseruers in the frame of reference of the track will see the train fit
through the archway, but observers on the train will not
D) people on the train will observe it to fit through the archway, but
obserwers on the track will find that it does not fit.

Problem 2

The picture above shows two clocks moving at a large relative velocþ.
Which of the pictures below represents a possible observation of the clocks
at some earlier time (assume the readings on the clocks are exact)?
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Problem 3

Jon and Kate a¡e both traveling at velocity 0.4c in the positive:r direction,
with Jon 1km ahead of Kate. In Kate's frame of reference two firecrackers
separated by 3 km along the:r direction explode simultaneously. In Jon's
frame, the firecracker at a larger value ofx expiodes

A) before the other firecracker.
B) after the other firecracker.
C) at the same time as the other firecracker.

Problem 4

On her 50ú bifihday, Oprah leaves Earth travelin g at 3l5c towards a planet 3
light years away. 'When she reaches the planet, she immediately retums to
Earth ú the same speed. How old is Oprah when she arrives back on Earth?

A) 56 years old
B) 56.4 years old
C) 58 years old
D) 60 years old
E) 62.5 years old
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Problem 5

Two cars approach each other, each travelling at speed 10m/s relative to the
street. In the frame ofone of the cars, the other car is travelling at

A) exactly 20mls
B) slightly less than 20mls
C) slightly more than 20Íì,/s
D) exactly 10m/s
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Problem 6

The Canada Line train is traveling at 0.5c. Lights at the front and the back of
the train tum on simultaneously in the frame of the train. In the frame of the
track, the lights at the front ofthe train turn on

A) at the same time as the lights at the back of the train
B) before the lights at the back of the train
C) after the lights at the back of the train
D) before or after, depending on where the observer is located on the track.

Problem 7

An electron is fired from a particle accelerator and hits a target 1km away.
For the events where the electron is fired and where it hits the target, the
invariant (spacetime) interval 1 is

A) positive
B) zero
C) negative
D) Not enough information to determine the answer.
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Problem 8

A rocket and an iPhone approach each other, at speeds w and u as shown. In
the frame of the picture, the iPhone rings atx:L and t:T.In the frame of the
rocket, the phone rings at position x': y ( L - v T), where v is equal to

4x)*
B)w+u
C) (w + u)/(t + uw/c2)
D) -(w + u)/(t + uw/c2 )
E) -,

Assume that origin of coordinates in the rocket's frame (x'--t':O) agrees

with the origin of coordinates in the frame of the picture (x:t:0).


